Soap Making

homemade soap is a real pleasure to make and once you experience all natural homemade soap i doubt you'll ever go back to store bought making your own soap allows you to have complete control of the process and knowing the exact ingredients gives you the peace of mind in our modern world of chemical additives, to make soap completely from scratch as opposed to melt and pour with premade soap bases you'll need to use lye which is a caustic salt known as sodium hydroxide the chemical reaction between lye and oil ingredients is called saponification which creates soap and leaves no lye in the finished product, welcome to soap making machines we soap making machinery company are reputed manufacturers of soap making machines with two decades of unimpeachable standing and valuable experience soap making machines have come a long way since the invention of soaps and allied products, set up your soap making workspace it's easiest to clear a space in the kitchen since you'll need to heat the ingredients over the stove you'll be working with lye a dangerous chemical so make sure children and pets are not underfoot while you work spread newspaper over a table and assemble the following equipment which can be sourced online or from your local craft store, it's the base agent in the soap making process that turns oil or fat into soap when all's said and done your bar of soap won't have any lye left in it which is why it's safe to wash with soap historically lye was produced for soap making by leaching it out of the ashes of burned up hardwood firewood some people still do this today, spice soap making recipes spices are fabulous soap making ingredients many of them naturally color or add fun decoration you can also pair the whole spice with spicy and woodsy essential oils though please use tried and tested recipes many spice essential oils should only be used in small and very controlled amounts, preservatives are needed for liquid soap making oddly enough you would think that given it is soap that it wouldn't need one but it does anything with water in it that sits around needs an antimicrobial if you don't want to use one then you can make just enough soap to use for a month and then make another fresh batch, soap making is a creative art that has been around for thousands of years the beauty of crafting your own soap is that you can choose the scent color and size and it's much more cost effective than buying soap at the store the
Soap making process takes about an hour; however, the cooling and curing process takes around four weeks. Getting started, we have the resources you need to become an expert. Beginner’s guide to cold process using the Bramble Berry Lye Calculator. Beginner’s guide to common soap making oils, a soap making scale that is accurate to the nearest gram or 1/10th of an ounce, a stainless steel 8 1/2 quart litre pot, a 2 quart litre plastic juice jug for mixing the lye and water into, one or two mid size plastic mixing containers for mixing color and a small amount of soap to create multi colored marbled soaps, plastic beer, the fast easy and reliable way to create soap recipes. NaOH sodium hydroxide is a type of lye which is used for making solid soap. You should check this box if you are making solid soap. Soap is a salt of a fatty acid used in a variety of cleansing and lubricating products. In a domestic setting, soaps are surfactants usually used for washing bathing and other types of housekeeping. In industrial settings, soaps are thickening components of some lubricants and precursors to catalysts when used for cleaning. Soap solubilizes particles and grime which can then be, make sure to bookmark in the studio for new DIY bath and body recipes, helpful articles and how to videos. 5 tips for unmolding cold process soap. February 11, 2019. Filed under tips & tricks. Making your own soap is easy, affordable, doesn’t require any special equipment, and is quite addictive. Expert soap maker Gina Roberts explains the process. Words by Nadene Hall. If avid soap maker Gina Roberts could tell you one thing, it’s that you shouldn’t be worried about the ingredient that seems to put off a lot of people who are thinking of giving it a go—the lye, also known as, even though you need lye to make soap, there is no lye present in the finished bar. Saponification chemically changes all the lye as the soap cures. Homemade soap making equipment making soap involves caustic ingredients that could damage cooking gear, so be sure to use dedicated equipment just for soap making. Goat’s milk and honey soap is a beautiful handmade gift to make or receive. By using a goat’s milk melt and pour soap base, you can skip the risk of dealing with lye and the hassle of milking a goat. Making soap at home is a practical and satisfying skill to learn. Whether you’d like a natural alternative to store bought soap or you’re a crafty person looking for a new creative venture, making soap is fun and not always as difficult as you might think. Welcome to my soap making tutorial for beginners. This video demonstrates the full method for cold process soap making using an easy beginner recipe. Scroll, March 25, 2020. Learn how to make your own soap. These videos will show you how to make soap and provide decorative tips on how to make your soap beautiful. See more ideas about soap making, soap DIY.
made soap, aug 24 2020 soap making handmade soap handcrafted soap natural soap bath fizzies bath bombs cold process soap hot process soap melt and pour soap see more ideas about soap making handcrafted soaps cold process soap, 3 ways to make soap at home melt and pour you are using a base that has already undergone saponification cold process mixing lye and oils together to create the saponification process involving a curing time hot process mixing lye and oils together with heat to shorten the saponification process which soap making method is right for you melt and pour soap, our white nutmeg cinnamon amp cranberry soap is a beautiful wintery and warm bar perfect for the approaching season and wonderfully fragrant why not try soap making for christmas gifts this year continue reading nutmeg cinnamon amp cranberry soap, updated soaping videos are here https www youtube com watch v t3qfiyoel8o amp list plkwbmrlau8fhtp1su6ghsuagrzqwxcmx soap making for beginners https www y, a small soap making machine is a useful piece of equipment for smaller independent operations making specialty soaps a bar soap making machine can also be much larger to serve the needs of a corporate enterprise these also fulfill the demands of hotels and restaurants, making soap in your blender may leave a residue that s hard to clean out so if you d prefer not to use it you can make your soap on the stove instead simply add the soap flakes to the water once it has started to boil on your stove try making soap in the microwave as another alternative, silicone soap molds set of 3 6 cavities rectangle silicone soap molds for homemade craft soap mold cake mold chocolate mold ice cube tray blue amp purple pink by walfos 8 98 8 98 14 98, wholesale soap making supplies and ingredients for professional soap makers and weekend hobbyists we stock and manufacture only the best materials used for making handmade melt and pour or cold process soap with over 20 years of selling quality soap making supplies online direct to consumers we are the largest online retailer of soap making, soap making tools and accessories accessories containers safety supplies scales tools utensils candle wicks samplers colorants fragrances ingredients holiday and seasonal valentine s day spring and easter fall and halloween winter celebrations molds plastic silicone wood digital goods e books label templates gift certificates, for regular soap making though i think a stick blender makes the process so much easier and really increases your odds for a good outcome niharika says august 15 2015 at 10 41 am hey i need to make a soap which can be used by people as a school project and i want to ask this is this recipie okay for using in school, making soap isn t difficult this quick amp easy beginner soap recipe has a long working time
perfect for beginners it also comes with fun ideas for personalizing it by adding exfoliants eo s etc, if you are making soap entirely out of a hard substance canola oil a softer oil will help compliment the final product making soap that has the right balance of hardness to it saponification value is represented by the milligrams of potassium hydroxide it takes to saponify turn into soap one gram of fat, soap making to make at your home the soap making are simple to prepare in a short interval of time and easy to follow free publisher leopopov downloads 221, soap making supplies wholesale we are the largest supplier of wholesale soap making products in all of north america with 16 000 product sku s and 300 000 square feet of manufacturing and distribution space we have the ability to beat almost any competitors price on nearly anything we sell, learn how to make your own unique soaps by following the step by step instructions detailed on the process page take your pick of soap making methods such as cold process room temperature re batching and hot process and find out what each of those terms means, making cold process soap for the first time how to make soap amp beginner soap recipes to get you started the beginners soapmaking instructions and recipes revised a free epdf booklet by rebecca d Dillon how many times have you stopped at a soap table at a farmers market or at a trade show and thought to yourself i could do that , get yourself a good soap making book if you would like to get started such as making soap from scratch 1 hot process crock pot oatmeal amp honey castile soap 2 pumpkin soap 3 honey soap 4 lavender soap 5 coconut oil soap 6 chai latte soap 7 herbs amp citrus soap 8 mocha soap 9 hot chocolate soap 10 candy cane christmas soap, making soap at home is a cost effective and creative hobby the simplest way to make bar soap at home is through the melt and pour method which uses a melted soap base instead of active lye to start from scratch mix water oils and additives with lye, types of soap you can make at home in general there are several ways to make soap at home with endless variations of each these are regular or cold process hot process melt and pour in this tutorial ill cover traditional cold process soap making ill start broad with the basics and share my favorite simple recipe at the bottom, rodriques who has been making and perfecting her homemade soap for 15 years says that appropriate ventilation is the most important thing to have before embarking on making soap from scratch, soap making recipes tips amp tutorials soap making recipes tips amp tutorials teach soap is the premier site for soap making tutorials soap recipes soap making tips and everything youd want to know about making soap and other handcrafted products including lip balms lotions bath fizzies and much more from
beginners to seasoned soap makers teach soap has something for everyone, easy soap recipes that are simple to make and use all natural ingredients this is part three of the natural soap making for beginners series in the first two parts of this series i introduce you to common soap making ingredients youve also learned about the equipment you need to make soap and safety precautions, soap making clean up rinse the jars and any supplies that had lye or soap batter in them well with running water i have washed the tools two different ways you can pour some vinegar in a sink filled with hot soapy water and wash them in there or you can wash your well rinsed dishes in the dishwasher, soap made without dye is a dull grey or brown color but modern manufacturers color soap to make it more enticing to the consumer the manufacturing process the kettle method of making soap is still used today by small soap manufacturing companies this process takes from four to eleven days to complete and the quality of each batch is, the production of olive oil soap in the region was a significant industry in the region from the middle ages until the early 20th century during the soap making process olive oil was used as the base material mixed with ashes produced by burning salsola soda plants which contain potash and water, the ingredients the soaps we use as our base even in one of these soap making recipes free would originally have been made using lye or lye water however since many people dont want to work with the potentially dangerous chemical process involved in lye i decided to make this lye free soap base recipe a priority for the readers who have requested it, soap making can be very simple or you can make it as complicated as you like first the beauty of making your own is that you can make it with the ingredients that you choose and the fragrances that you like and adjustments arent hard but do take some practice further most homemade soap recipes use ounces or grams and ingredients must be, soap making articles recipes techniques and tips for making your own batches of natural homemade soap home soapmaking 327 homemade natural soap for diy cleaning recipes this is a basic cleaning soap recipe that can be used in many other diy cleaning recipes this useful soap is easy to make and great for general cleaning, ktdorns soap dye soap making set 10 liquid colors for soap coloring coal black royal blue chocolate brown lemon yellow fruit green sunset red sunset yellow deep pink super red and grape violet, soap by definition is fat or oil mixed with an alkali the oil is from an animal or plant while the alkali is a chemical called lye in bar soapmaking the lye is sodium hydroxide
How to Make Soap
Soap Making for Beginners
September 11th, 2020 - Homemade soap is a real pleasure to make and once you experience all natural homemade soap I doubt you’ll ever go back to store bought. Making your own soap allows you to have complete control of the process and knowing the exact ingredients gives you the peace of mind in our modern world of chemical additives.

21 Creative Handmade Soap Recipes for Beginners
September 12th, 2020 - To make soap completely from scratch as opposed to melt and pour with premade soap bases you’ll need to use lye which is a caustic salt known as sodium hydroxide. The chemical reaction between lye and oil ingredients is called saponification which creates soap and leaves no lye in the finished product.

Soap Making Machines
Soap Machine Manufacturer & Exporter
September 12th, 2020 - Welcome to Soap Making Machines. We are Soap Making Machinery Company and are reputed manufacturers of soap making machines with two decades of unimpeachable standing and valuable experience. Soap Making Machines have come a long way since the invention of soaps and allied products.

How to Make Your Own Soap with Pictures
wikiHow
September 11th, 2020 - Set up your soap making workspace. It’s easiest to clear a space in the kitchen since you’ll need to heat the ingredients over the stove. You’ll be working with lye, a dangerous chemical so make sure children and pets are not underfoot while you work. Spread newspaper over a table and assemble the following equipment which can be sourced online or from your local craft store.

Hot Process Soap Making Adventures with Recipes
FeltMagnet
September 12th, 2020 - It’s the base agent in the soap making process that turns oil or fat into soap. When all’s said and done your bar of soap won’t have any lye left in it which is why it’s safe to wash with soap. Historically lye was produced for soap making by leaching it out of the ashes of burned up hardwood firewood. Some people still do this today.

The Best Free Soap Making Recipes you’ll find Online
September 13th, 2020 - Spice Soap making Recipes. Spices are fabulous soap making ingredients. Many of them naturally color or add fun decoration. You can also pair the whole spice with spicy and woody essential oils though please use tried and tested recipes. Many spice essential oils should only be used in small and very controlled amounts.

How to Make Liquid Soap for Fun or for a Business
Udemy Blog
September 12th, 2020 - Preservatives are needed for liquid soap making oddly enough. You would think that given it is soap that it wouldn’t need one but it does. Anything with water in it that sits around needs an antimicrobial. If you don’t want to use one then you can make just enough soap to use for a month and then make another fresh batch.

Soap Making Basics
Fix com
September 11th, 2020 - Soap making is a creative art that has been around for thousands of years. The beauty of crafting your own soap is that you can choose the scent, color, and size and it’s much more cost effective than buying soap at the store. The soap making process takes about an hour however the cooling and curing process takes around four weeks.

Cold Process Soap Making
Bramble Berry

Soap Making Supplies
The tools to get you started
September 15th, 2020 - A soap making scale that is accurate to the nearest gram or 1/10th of an ounce. 2 A stainless steel 8-12 quart litre pot. 3 A 2 quart litre plastic juice jug for mixing the lye and water into 4. One or two mid size plastic mixing containers for mixing color and a small amount of soap to create multi colored marbled soaps. Plastic beer.

Soap recipe and lye calculator
September 13th, 2020 - The fast easy and reliable way to create soap recipes. NaOH Sodium hydroxide is a type of lye which is used for making solid soap. You should check this box if you are making solid soap.
Soap Wikipedia
September 12th, 2020 - Soap is a salt of a fatty acid used in a variety of cleansing and lubricating products. In a domestic setting, soaps are surfactants usually used for washing, bathing, and other types of housekeeping. In industrial settings, soaps are used as thickeners, components of some lubricants, and precursors to catalysts. When used for cleaning, soap solubilizes particles and grime which can then be

Soap Queen Tutorials on soapmaking bath fizzes
September 13th, 2020 - Make sure to bookmark In the Studio for new DIY bath and body recipes, helpful articles, and how-to videos. 5 Tips for Unmolding Cold Process Soap

DIY Make your own soap thisNZlife
September 13th, 2020 - Making your own soap is easy, affordable, doesn't require any special equipment, and is quite addictive. Expert Soap maker Gina Roberts explains the process. Words Nadene Hall. If avid soap maker Gina Roberts could tell you one thing, it's that you shouldn't be worried about the ingredient that seems to put off a lot of people who are thinking of giving it a go. "The lye also known as"

How to Make Soap 7 Simple Easy to Follow Steps
September 11th, 2020 - Even though you need lye to make soap, there is no lye present in the finished bar. Saponification chemically changes all the lye as the soap cures. Homemade Soap Making Equipment. Making soap involves caustic ingredients that could damage cooking gear, so be sure to use dedicated equipment just for soap making.

All Natural Homemade Soap Bar Recipes Boots amp Hooves
September 12th, 2020 - Goats milk and honey soap is a beautiful handmade gift to make or receive. By using a goats milk melt and pour soap base, you can skip the risk of dealing with lye and the hassle of milking a goat.

Learn How to Make Homemade Soap The Spruce Crafts
September 13th, 2020 - Making soap at home is a practical and satisfying skill to learn. Whether you'd like a natural alternative to store-bought soap or you're a crafty person looking for a new creative venture, making soap is fun and not always as difficult as you might think.

Soap Making Tutorial for Beginners Full Demonstration
September 13th, 2020 - Welcome to my soap making tutorial for beginners. This video demonstrates the full method for cold process soap making using an easy beginner recipe. Scroll

91 Best Soap Making Videos images in 2020 Soap making
September 1st, 2020 - Mar 25 2020 Learn how to make your own soap. These videos will show you how to make soap and provide decorative tips on how to make your soap beautiful. See more ideas about Soap making, Soap, and Cold process.

500 Best SOAP MAKING images in 2020 soap making
September 14th, 2020 - Aug 24 2020 Soap Making. Handmade soap, handcrafted soap, natural soap, bath fizzes, bath bombs, cold process soap, hot process soap, melt and pour soap. See more ideas about Soap making, Handcrafted soaps, Cold process soap.

How to Make Soap at Home Beginner's Guide to Soap Making
September 13th, 2020 - 3 Ways to Make Soap at Home. Melt and Pour – you are using a base that has already undergone saponification. Cold Process – mixing lye and oils together to create the saponification process involving a curing time. Hot Process mixing lye and oils together with heat to shorten the saponification process. Which soap making method is right for you? Melt and Pour Soap.

Soap Making Magazine
September 13th, 2020 - Our white Nutmeg Cinnamon amp Cranberry Soap is a beautiful wintery and warm bar. Perfect for the approaching season and wonderfully fragrant. Why not try soap making for Christmas gifts this year? Continue reading Nutmeg Cinnamon amp Cranberry Soap.
Super Easy Soap for beginners YouTube
September 13th, 2020 - Updated soaping videos are here https www.youtube.com watch v T3QFiyoE18o amp list PLKwBMrMlau8fHTP1su6GhsuzAGRqwcmx Soap making for beginners https www y

Price of Soap Making Machine Alibaba com
September 8th, 2020 - A small soap making machine is a useful piece of equipment for smaller independent operations making specialty soaps A bar soap making machine can also be much larger to serve the needs of a corporate enterprise These also fulfill the demands of hotels and restaurants

How to Make Liquid Soap with Pictures wikiHow Life
September 13th, 2020 - Making soap in your blender may leave a residue that s hard to clean out so if you d prefer not to use it you can make your soap on the stove instead Simply add the soap flakes to the water once it has started to boil on your stove Try making soap in the microwave as another alternative

Shop Amazon com Soap Making Molds

Soap Making Supplies Wholesale Supplies Plus com
September 14th, 2020 - Wholesale soap making supplies and ingredients for professional soap makers and weekend hobbyists We stock and manufacture only the best materials used for making handmade melt and pour or cold process soap With over 20 years of selling quality soap making supplies online direct to consumers we are the largest online retailer of soap making

Bramble Berry® Soap Making Supplies
September 13th, 2020 - Soap Making Tools and Accessories Accessories Containers Safety Supplies Scales Tools Utensils Candle Wicks Samplers Colorants Fragrances Ingredients Holiday and Seasonal Valentine s Day Spring and Easter Fall and Halloween Winter Celebrations Molds Plastic Silicone Wood Digital Goods e Books Label Templates Gift Certificates

Soap Making 101 How to Make Soap cold process
September 12th, 2020 - For regular soap making though I think a stick blender makes the process so much easier and really increases your odds for a good outcome Niharika says August 15 2015 at 10 41 am hey i need to make a soap which can be used by people as a school project and i want to ask this is this recipie okay for using in school

Making an Easy Basic Beginner Soap and Then Making it
September 12th, 2020 - Making soap isn t difficult This quick amp easy beginner soap recipe has a long working time perfect for beginners It also comes with fun ideas for personalizing it by adding exfoliants EO s etc

How to Make Bar Soap 13 Steps Instructables
September 13th, 2020 - If you are making soap entirely out of a hard substance canola oil a softer oil will help compliment the final product making soap that has the right balance of hardness to it Saponification value is represented by the milligrams of potassium hydroxide it takes to saponify turn into soap one gram of fat

Soap Making Software Free downloads and reviews CNET
September 12th, 2020 - Soap Making to make at your home The Soap Making are simple to prepare in a short interval of time and easy to follow Free Publisher leopopov Downloads 221

Soap Making Supplies Bulk Apothecary
September 10th, 2017 - Soap Making Supplies Wholesale We are the largest supplier of wholesale soap making products in all of North America With 16 000 product sku s and 300 000 square feet of manufacturing and distribution space we have the ability to beat almost any competitors price on nearly anything we sell

Soap Making Learn how to make soap
September 13th, 2020 - Learn how to make your own unique soaps by following the step by step instructions detailed on The Process page. Take your pick of soap making methods such as cold process, room temperature re-batching, and hot process, and find out what each of those terms means.

Soap Making Worldlabel Blog
August 20th, 2020 - Making Cold Process Soap for the First Time. How to make soap and beginner soap recipes to get you started from The Beginners Soapmaking Instructions and Recipes Revised by Rebecca D Dillon. How many times have you stopped at a soap table at a farmer’s market or at a trade show and thought to yourself “I could do that.”

71 Of The World's Best Homemade Soap Recipes
September 13th, 2020 - Get yourself a good soap making book if you would like to get started such as Making Soap From Scratch. 1) Hot Process Crock Pot Oatmeal & Honey Castile Soap. 2) Pumpkin Soap 3) Honey Soap 4) Lavender Soap 5) Coconut Oil Soap 6) Chai Latte Soap 7) Herbs & Citrus Soap 8) Mocha Soap 9) Hot Chocolate Soap 10) Candy Cane Christmas Soap

3 Ways to Make Bar Soap wikiHow
September 12th, 2020 - Making soap at home is a cost effective and creative hobby. The simplest way to make bar soap at home is through the melt and pour method, which uses a melted soap base instead of active lye. To start from scratch, mix water, oils, and additives with lye.

How to Make Soap With or Without Lye Wellness Mama
September 13th, 2020 - Types of Soap: You Can Make at Home. In general, there are several ways to make soap at home with endless variations of each. These are Regular or Cold Process, Hot Process, Melt and Pour. In this tutorial, I’ll cover traditional cold process soap making. I’ll start broad with the basics and share my favorite simple recipe at the bottom.

How to Make Homemade Soap in 6 Easy Steps
August 22nd, 2020 - Rodrigues who has been making and perfecting her homemade soap for 15 years says that appropriate ventilation is the most important thing to have before embarking on making soap from scratch.

Soap Making Recipes Tips amp Tutorials Teach Soap
September 12th, 2020 - Soap Making Recipes Tips amp Tutorials. Soap Making Recipes Tips amp Tutorials. Teach Soap is the premier site for soap making tutorials, soap recipes, soap making tips, and everything you’d want to know about making soap and other handcrafted products, including lip balms, lotions, bath fizzies, and much more. From beginners to seasoned soap makers, Teach Soap has something for everyone.

Soap Making for Beginners 3 Easy Soap Recipes • Lovely Greens
September 13th, 2020 - Easy soap recipes that are simple to make and use all natural ingredients. This is part three of the Natural Soap Making for Beginners Series. In the first two parts of this series, I introduce you to common soap making ingredients. You’ve also learned about the equipment you need to make soap and safety precautions.

How to Make Cold Process Soap Wellness Mama
September 14th, 2020 - Soap Making Clean up. Rinse the jars and any supplies that had lye or soap batter in them well with running water. I have washed the tools two different ways. You can pour some vinegar in a sink filled with hot soapy water and wash them in there, or you can wash your well-rinsed dishes in the dishwasher.

How soap is made material manufacture making used
September 12th, 2020 - Soap made without dye is a dull grey or brown color but modern manufacturers color soap to make it more enticing to the consumer. The Manufacturing Process. The kettle method of making soap is still used today by small soap manufacturing companies. This process takes from four to eleven days to complete and the quality of each batch is.

Archaeologists unearth an ancient soap making workshop in
August 25th, 2020 - The production of olive oil soap in the region was a significant industry in the region from the
Middle Ages until the early 20th century During the soap making process olive oil was used as the base material mixed with ashes produced by burning salsola soda plants which contain potash and water

**Make Lye Free Soap On The Homestead Homesteading**
September 12th, 2020 - The Ingredients The soaps we use as our base even in one of these soap making recipes free would originally have been made using lye or lye water However since many people don’t want to work with the potentially dangerous chemical process involved in lye I decided to make this lye free soap base recipe a priority for the readers who have requested it

**How To Make Soap Natural Homemade Soap Recipe for Hand**
September 14th, 2020 - Soap making can be very simple or you can make it as complicated as you like First the beauty of making your own is that you can make it with the ingredients that you choose and the fragrances that you like And adjustments aren’t hard but do take some practice Further most homemade soap recipes use ounces or grams and ingredients must be

**Homemade Soap Making Recipes and Articles DIY Natural**
August 19th, 2020 - Soap Making Articles recipes techniques and tips for making your own batches of natural homemade soap Home Soapmaking 327 Homemade Natural Soap for DIY Cleaning Recipes This is a basic cleaning soap recipe that can be used in MANY other DIY cleaning recipes This useful soap is easy to make and great for general cleaning

**Shop Amazon com Crafting Soap Making**
September 4th, 2020 - Ktdorns Soap Dye Soap Making Set 10 Liquid Colors for Soap Coloring Coal Black Royal Blue Chocolate Brown Lemon Yellow Fruit Green Sunset Red Sunset Yellow Deep Pink Super Red and Grape Violet

**How to Make Soap from Scratch Healthline**
September 13th, 2020 - Soap by definition is fat or oil mixed with an alkali The oil is from an animal or plant while the alkali is a chemical called lye In bar soapmaking the lye is sodium hydroxide
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